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1. COVID-19 (CCP Virus)  
 

1.1  Scientist Chinese Whistleblower virologist comes forward on COVID-19 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=bxb1mD7Hcrk&feature=youtu.be 

Commentary: This is the significant milestone in the Whistleblower movement. Dr. Li-

Meng Yan fled to US from P3 Virology lab Hong Kong and risked her life to deliver the 

message to the world. The truth is progressively revealed by the powerful words from 

Dr. Yan: “the virus is not from nature and it has been deliberately modified”. Think 

about that.  

 

1.2  How to Hold Beijing Accountable for the Coronavirus 

https://www.wsj.com/articles/how-to-hold-beijing-accountable-for-the-coronavirus-

11595976973 

Commentary: We need to be careful with WSJ’s narrative of “an accidental leak from 

Wuhan lab”. The last thing we want is that CCP, as the masterplanner of this virus, starts 

to push responsibility and point fingers to the head of LAB. There is no other way to hold 

the CCP accountable for so many tragedies other than taking it down. It is unforgivable 

and it cannot walk away from this. 

 

1.3  China admits to destroying coronavirus samples, insists it was for safety 

https://gruntstuff.com/china-admits-to-destroying-coronavirus-samples-insists-it-was-

for-safety/73099/ 

Commentary: Let’s spell out a few actions by the CCP. (1) destroyed early virus samples 

(2) locked down Wuhan and China but allowed international flights (3) silenced 

Whistleblower doctors (4) uploaded a false genome sequence (5) refused international 

independent inquiry (6) vacuumed up global PPE (7) hacked US COVID-19 vaccine 

research. Do we really need any more evidence than these?  Make up your own mind.  
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2. Hong Kong 
 

2.1  Hong Kong: China says it will not recognise UK overseas passports 

https://www.theguardian.com/world/2020/jul/30/hong-kong-china-says-it-will-not-
recognise-uk-overseas-passports?CMP=share_btn_tw 

Commentary: Please be reminded that the purpose of a travel document/passport is such 

that countries allow the entry and exit to a passport holder of other courtiers sometimes 

with a VISA obtained.  The CCP has the right to not recognise BNO passports as valid travel 

documents and hence deny holders to entry into Hong Kong. But if the 3 million BNO 

passport holding Hong Kong citizen, who are already in Hong Kong, are now refused to 

leave Hong Kong, then they are effectively held as hostage by the CCP. Dare you to travel 

there? 

 

2.2 Japan eyes bill to sanction human rights abuses in Hong Kong 

http://www.asahi.com/ajw/articles/13591720 

Commentary: The violation of human rights and freedom by the CCP in Hong Kong will 

not go unnoticed. The sanctions need to go all the way to the top CCP officials by freezing 

their assets, denying their entry to Japan and ordering their families deportation. This is 

encouraging, what will happen if all free nations take similar actions against the CCP? 

 

 

3. Taiwan 
No major development this week but watch this space. 

 

 

4. CCP as a Global Threat 
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4.1  Pompeo To Essentially Call For 'A People's Uprising' In Communist China 

https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/pompeo-essentially-call-peoples-uprising-

communist-china-wsj 

Commentary: Let’s lay some facts (1) the vast majority of the 1.4 billion do not like the 

CCP and (2) 99% of the party members are forced to comply. As long as the US and free 

nations of the world declare the illegibility of the CCP and create an environment 

conducive to regime change, the CCP will collapse immediately from within. This is why 

Mr. Pompeo’s “we must also engage and empower the Chinese people,” is critical in 

delivering a clear signal into the centre stage. 

 

4.2  India builds a huge wall to stop Chinese firms from getting govt contracts 

https://www.hindustantimes.com/india-news/eye-on-china-india-makes-it-tough-for-

foreign-firms-to-bid-for-govt-projects/story-DJ2gFGcWLwwZL1eFhXreVO.html 

Commentary: Stop feeding the CCP, well done India. 

 

4.3  Elon Musk Cozies Up to China While Staking Claim in U.S. Space Industry 

https://www.breitbart.com/tech/2020/07/25/elon-musk-cozies-up-to-china-while-

staking-claim-in-u-s-space-industry/ 

Commentary: I hope Musk understands the consequences of walking from “land of 

dream” into “land of nightmare”. The sweets from the CCP will eventually turn to bite in 

one day. Go through the engagement history of Kodak and Westinghouse with the CCP.  

 

4.4  Donald Trump suggests delay to 2020 US presidential election 

https://www.bbc.com/news/world-us-canada-53597975 

Commentary: Voting shall be conducted in proper, secure and safe environment, with 

citizens confidently exercising their political rights without interference. The CCP is the 

hidden hand behind the ANTIFA riots, and surely it can intervene the presidential election. 

US two house of Congress must consider all the potential risks in making the decision, or 

create a safe environment for citizen to vote.  
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4.5  NBA says China Academies should have more oversight amid abuse 

allegations 

https://bleacherreport.com/articles/2902253-nba-says-china-academies-should-have-

had-more-oversight-amid-abuse-allegations 

Commentary: NBA shuttered one of its academies in Xinjiang, acknowledging the need to 

make changes. Chinese coaches were reported physically abusing young players and 

failing to provide schooling. That is exactly what Mr Haidong Hao and Mrs Zhaoyin Ye 

revealed earlier, the authoritarian regime inside the sports field. The CCP’s authoritarian 

style has infiltrated in and controlled all areas of life in China – Education, Sport, Art, and 

etc. Freedom does not exist.  

 

4.6  Warnings ‘Chinese weapon labs…can’t master concept of safety’ As Intel 

Surfaces that Pakistan & China Signed Secret Bio Warfare Deal 

https://saraacarter.com/warning-chinese-weapons-labs-cant-master-concept-of-safety-

as-intel-surfaces-that-pakistan-china-signed-secret-biowarfare-deal/  

Commentary: This is an alarming warning. This deal exposes the World in significant risks 

and arises great concerns from the free nations. The CCP plans for this master destruction 

bioweapon on both side of the Himalaya – that’s why us, Himalaya Global, calling for 

taking down the CCP. CCP lied, the World died.    

 

 

5. The New Federal State of China 
 

5.1  What is The New Federal State Of China？ 

https://gnews.org/242497/ 

Commentary: Miles Guo says “The New Federal State of China is ready to bring freedom, 

rule of law and democracy for the 1.4billion Chinese people and move forward with the 

world.” The New Federal State of China has commenced working with the world to take 

down the CCP and transforms China.    
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5.2  The New Federal State of China Protest in Australia 

https://twitter.com/GiselleonGnews/status/1288346410929160193?s=20 

Commentary: Sydney, NSW on Monday, 27th July 2020. A group of over 100 Australian 

Chinese protested in Sydney against the CCP at Consulate-General of People’s Republic 

China and Martin Pl Sydney. 

Similar protests were held by the citizens of the New Federal State of China on 27 July 

2020 in New Zealand, South Korea, Japan, Canada, France, UK and the US.  

“We believe it is extremely important to expose the truth of CCP’s handling of COVID-19 

and recognise CCP’s culpability for this global pandemic. CCP lied, Australians died.” says 

Hong An, the head of the Himalaya Australia, part of the New Federal State of China in 

Australia. “With our protest, we urgently want to wake up the Australian community and 

ask Australian government to take actions to hold the CCP accountable”. 

Recently, evidence has emerged that the CCP suppressed the release of information and 

subsequent cover-up about the Coronavirus as reported by Dr. Yan, Li-Meng, an inside 

virologist who escaped from Hong Kong in April 2020. Earlier communication of this 

information could have saved hundreds of thousands of people around the world. The 

damage to Australian economy to date is already unprecedented with potential falling 

into great recession not mentioning the people physically confined in their homes on a 

daily basis. It is time that Australia holds the CCP accountable for its suppression, 

incompetence and deliberated disinformation about the pandemics. 

  

 

5.3  Chinese separatists backed by Steve Bannon push new coalition in 

Australia 

https://www.smh.com.au/world/asia/chinese-separatists-backed-by-steve-bannon-

push-new-coalition-in-australia-20200725-p55fdv.html 
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Commentary: Himalaya Australia are gaining media exposure in Australia. We are Chinese 

patriots, not separatists against China or Chinese people. However, it is true in the sense 

that we are separatist against the CCP, 100%. The CCP is holding hostage its 99% party 

members who are forced to comply and the rest of the 1.4 billion people through decades. 

There is no democracy, freedom of speech or thoughts, diversity, freedom of religions, or 

human rights in China – as you witness from countless cases through various media 

reporting, either left- or right-leaning. We, the New Federal State of China citizens, and 

Himalaya, stand for and pursue these common values that a free and democratic China 

shall embrace. China, and the Chinese people are longing for these and they are ready. 

Just look at Taiwan and previously Hong Kong how wonderfully democracy and rule of 

law reconcile with Chinese values and culture. Mr Miles Guo and Steve Bannon are 

running at the frontline, raising global awareness and calling for actions. The movements 

are significant and we are changing the history.  

 

 

6. Military and Intelligent Front 
 

6.1  Joint Statement on Australia-U.S. Ministerial Consultations (AUSMIN) 

2020 

https://www.state.gov/joint-statement-on-australia-u-s-ministerial-consultations-

ausmin-2020/ 

Commentary: The Morrison government chooses not to bow or Kowtow to Beijing by 

standing up for democratic values and the rule of law despite intense, continued, coercive 

pressure from the Chinese Communist Party. Australia, the lighthouse for other nations, 

has been standing firm on the South China Sea, foreign interference, intelligence, and 

national interest and security. 

Did you notice that Australia and America are talking about post Covid-19 recovery? 

Wonder whether they are working with a clear timeline or they have seen the light at 

the end of the tunnel? Good news either way.  
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7. Religion Front 
 

7.1  Beijing commits cardinal sin of hacking Vatican 

https://www.thetimes.co.uk/article/beijing-commits-cardinal-sin-of-hacking-vatican-

mdw8xwff0#:~:text=Agents%20working%20for%20the%20Chinese,American%20cybers

ecurity%20company%20has%20reported 

Commentary: Everyone has to pay a price for working with the Chinese Community 

Party with no exceptions. 

 

 

8. Finance, Currency and Economic Front 
 

8.1  Apple and Nike urged to cut 'China Uighur ties' 

https://www.bbc.com/news/business-53481253 

Commentary: Maybe we shall introduce something like “Human Rights” footprint for 

these giant companies to calculate to what extent the exploitation of slave labours is 

driving their companies profit growth. Then it is up to the consumers to decide if they 

want to indirectly support the violation of human rights. The logical question to ask is 

where does the profit end up? Draw the connections between the suppliers and 

beneficiaries.  

 

8.2  China scraps almost all foreign ownership limits for financial sector 

https://asia.nikkei.com/Business/Finance/China-scraps-almost-all-foreign-ownership-

limits-for-financial-sector 

Commentary: The policy-making and law-making process in Communist China is a joke. 

Simply because the CCP can change major directions in a matter of days and take a few 

more to flesh out the details. Just see how quickly they introduced the National Security 

Law in Hong Kong. Do not construct any building if there is no foundation. And do not 

mobilise your resource when there is no insurance in place.  
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8.3  Antique Chinese bonds are now in play 

https://www.ft.com/content/7a65b99c-e419-49da-bf47-33acb91ed4a3 

Commentary: If the People’s Republic of China heritage the Convention for the Extension 

of Hong Kong Territory made by the previous regimes as a ground for taking over Hong 

Kong from UK, then it should also maintain the debt obligations of previous regimes. Is it 

not?  

 

 

9. Media, Information and Ideology Front 
 

9.1  USAGM Announces Investigation Into ‘Long-term Security Failures’ 

https://www.voanews.com/usa/usagm-announces-investigation-long-term-security-

failures 

Commentary: The Voice of America has been “Voice of Anti-America” or I shall call it 

“Voice of the Chinese Communist Party in America” until Michael Pack took office and 

sacked Amanda Bennett, who family is deeply connected with the CCP. Comprehensive 

investigation of USAGM operations is long overdue.  Time to dig out who have been 

spending American tax payers’ money (~$800 million a year) to run foreign propaganda 

on American soil. Another classic example how CCP leverage huge organisations by 

controlling a small number of “critical and influencing” figures. We all have to learn from 

this. 

 

9.2  China’s TV channel faces UK ban as complaints mount 

https://www.theguardian.com/media/2020/jul/26/chinas-tv-channel-faces-uk-ban-as-

complaints-mount 

Commentary: Forced confession is a common game the CCP plays to fool the public, which 

is also a classical evidence of lack of rule of law in the Communist China. Why do you think 

the CCP bothers to stage the confession show and broadcast out? Because the biggest 

fear of the CCP is still the people. Revoking the license is the best way to detox the growing 

communism from the UK. Still remember Group 48? We need concurrent and 

coordinated actions. 
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10. IP Theft, Espionage and Cyber Security Front 
 

10.1 Fugitive Chinese researcher arrested overnight, being held in 

Sacramento County Jail 

https://www.sacbee.com/news/local/article244461702.html 

Commentary: A take-away message is that you will be disposable if you become a 

liability to the Chinese Communist Party, which then will work on your families to 

ensure you watch your mouth carefully.  

 

10.2 Bill Gates’s Nuclear Firm Collaborated With Chinese Military Proxy 

https://thenationalpulse.com/exclusive/ccp-collaborator-gates/ 

Commentary: It surely arise questions how much sweets Bill Gates, a tech entrepreneur 

and philanthropist, received from the CCP. Again, this is another showcase of the close 

ties between the American corporate giants and the CCP, the corporates want Chinese 

market and the CCP wants their IP, technology and representation in US. Unfortunately, 

the Wall Street and many of US corporates comprised their value and failed the trust that 

US people have in them, and bowed to and cooperated with the CCP. Time for these 

institutions to rectify and take up their social responsibility to the American people.  

 

10.3 Chinese consulates in NYC, San Francisco identified as main spy 

hubs 

https://nypost.com/2020/07/28/chinese-consulates-in-nyc-san-francisco-identified-as-

spy-

hubs/?utm_source=twitter_sitebuttons&utm_medium=site%20buttons&utm_campaign

=site%20buttons 

Commentary: If you spatially overlay the epicentre of pandemic, ANTIFA hotspots, the 

distribution of Fentanyl with the location of Chinese consulates in the US, what would 

you see? 
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10.4 Chinese-backed hackers targeted COVID-19 vaccine firm Moderna 

https://www.reuters.com/article/us-health-coronavirus-moderna-cyber-excl/exclusive-

chinese-backed-hackers-targeted-covid-19-vaccine-firm-moderna-idUSKCN24V38M 

Commentary: The ordinary Chinese people and the deplorables are struggling to go 

through the Great Fire Wall, which is designed, built, maintained and operated to contain 

them. Is it not a logical conclusion that these hacking activities are run by the state?  

 

10.5 EU sanctions Russian intelligence, North Korean, Chinese firms over 

alleged cyberattacks 

https://www.reuters.com/article/us-eu-cybercrime-russia-sanctions/eu-sanctions-

russian-intelligence-north-korean-chinese-firms-over-alleged-cyberattacks-

idUSKCN24V32Q 

Commentary:  The Chinese Cyber Security Law and other national strategies like ‘Military-

Civil Fusion’ mean that nothing Chinese firms do can be independent of the state. Firms 

must support the law enforcement, intelligence, and national security interests of the 

Chinese Communist Party. This means every Chinese company could be forced to convert 

into an intelligent operation as needed and when needed.  

 

 

11. CCP’s Crimes Against Humanity 
 

11.1 China Is Harvesting the DNA of Its People. Is This the Future of 

Policing? 

https://www.nytimes.com/2020/07/24/opinion/china-dna-police.html 

Commentary:  Is the CCP collecting DNA data only from the Chinese people? Do we know 

how many P3/P4 labs are there within China? How many P3/P4 the CCP is building around 

the global? How many political and industrial figures have benefited from organ 

transplantation in China? The 1.4 billion people from over 50 minority groups are the 
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biggest organ inventory on this earth. Want to comprehend the CCP? Use imagination 

and THINK BIG. 

 

 

12. Assembly of the US “WAR Council” 
 

12.1 President, Donald Trump 

https://www.whitehouse.gov/briefings-statements/remarks-president-trump-south-

dakotas-2020-mount-rushmore-fireworks-celebration-keystone-south-dakota/ 

 

12.2 Secretary of State, Mike Pompeo 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=zhY2CH_PyLU 

 

12.3 National Security Advisor, Robert O'Brien 

https://www.whitehouse.gov/briefings-statements/chinese-communist-partys-

ideology-global-ambitions/ 

 

12.4 Federal Bureau of Investigation, Christopher Wray 

https://www.fbi.gov/news/speeches/the-threat-posed-by-the-chinese-government-

and-the-chinese-communist-party-to-the-economic-and-national-security-of-the-

united-states 

 

12.5 Department of Justice, William Barr 

https://www.justice.gov/opa/speech/attorney-general-william-p-barr-delivers-remarks-

china-policy-gerald-r-ford-presidential 

 

12.6 Director of Trade and Manufacturing Policy, Peter Navarro 

https://www.foxnews.com/media/peter-navarro-china-come-clean-coronavirus  


